“3 for 1” Oil absorbing barrier beltblocks spreadings, absorbs oil and keeps it locked inside!
and locks
the cointained
Data Sheet: Oil Absorbing
Barrier
Belts oil!

License:
Applications:

Measurements:
Weight:

UBA Type I, II SF, Nr. 22 000 9704 13, approved for small and big waters
Binds strong and fast spreading oil spills as well as paints, fats and acids (battery
acids <37 %). Suitable for: industrial harbors, marinas, shipyards, tank farms,
watersheds, streams and rivers, ponds, lakes and the sea.
Approved as alternative of marine solid barriers at tank farms!
25 m length; widths 30 / 40 / 80 cm, can be coupled up to 200 m and more…
Depending on size 25 – 35 kg per 25 meters

Absorbing power:

1 sqm absorbs up to 8 l oil

German Navy Kiel: Schucu oil absorbing barrier belts,25m each

Handling:

200 m winder for Schucu oil absorbing barrier belts at marine tank farm

Simply roll out the barrier to it´s full length (with motor boat or manually) and
bind the contamination. Smaller spills will be absorbed even under currents.
In case of widely spreaded spills it is advised to use oil absorbing barriers in
combination with Schucu water draggable mats.

Technology:

References:

Our oil absorbing barrier blocks and prevents all contamination from spreading.
Furthermore it also absorbs oil contamination. Due to so called “Van-der-WaalsForces” the barrier belt absorbs oil fast and strong like a magnet.
German Navy Kiel/Eckernförde, coastal protection units of LKN SH, oil fighting
fire departments on the north German coast, Wien, Bremen, Riga and many
others.
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Accessories:

Winder up to 200 m, box for easy transport and handling of 25 m belts.
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